largely irrelevant to the issues before us. Inspection of the area within ti
ski zone
zone indicated to us that the zone is ripe for development but that development will only take place therein if out of zone development is firmly :esisted.
There was no evidence to indicate that the zoned areas were unsuitable for the
use.
Viewing the matter as a specified departure we consider that to grant consent
would have significance far beyond the appeal site. It would in fact set a pattern
for development in the Borough of Ohakune based on the difficulty of acquiring
"in zone" land for a particular recognised use. If that is to be a criterion for permitting development then the district scheme could not possibly remain without
change. We would further add in the present case that we consider the integrity of
the district scheme in the present stage of development is an important matter of
public interest and that to grant this departure would be contrary to that interest.
For the foregoing reasons the appeal is allowed and the decision of the respondent council cancelled.
Peter Haig Barrister

ANDERSON v EAST COAST BAYS CITY COUNCIL
AND OTHERS
High Court, Wellington.
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Speight J.
Appeal — Dispensation —Height restriction —Matters to be considered on application for dispensation from height restrictions in district scheme — Extent to which
neighbours' view entitled to protection — Whether expense and inconvenience which
the owner would suffer if the dispensation were refused was a proper consideration.
The judgment, which is abridged in this report, was given on a case stated on
questions of law arising out of the decision of the Planning Tribunal, which had
confirmed the grant of a dispensation by the Council.
In the course of erecting their dwellinghouse the applicants discovered that its
height would infringe by a few feet the maximum height restrictions in the Council's operative district scheme. They accordingly applied for a dispensation. Their
neighbours, whose view would be affected, objected. When the dispensation was
granted the objectors appealed to the Tribunal and the Tribunal confirmed the
grant.
Held: (1) The object of height, bulk and location restrictions in a district scheme
is to promote coherence and harmony of buildings in an area, not to protect the
view enjoyed by individual house-owners, who must accept that an occasional
dispensation may be granted.
(2) The Council and the Tribunal were entitled to take into account the advanced stage which the construction of the house had reached and the degree of

